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Islamic World JCR is derived from international 
Scientometric standards and is an essential tool 
for in-depth analysis and ranking of scholarly 
and professional journals. This tool is designed in 
Persian, English, French and Arabic languages. By 
analyzing citations, Islamic World Journal Citation 
Reports measures research influence and impact 
at journal and category levels and shows the 
relationship between citing and cited journals. 
Exploring the impact and influence of the Islamic 
World’s leading scholarly journals is possible by 
performing direct comparisons of titles using 
trend analyses.
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Objectives:
Islamic World JCR pursues significant goals in 
Islamic World:

 Evaluating and ranking journals based on 
scientometric criteria

 Systematic and objective review of the Islamic 
World’s leading journals

 Providing the context to understand a journal’s 
true place in the scholarly world 

 Applying a combination of impact metrics, 
and citing and cited data points to comprise the 
complete Islamic World citation network 

Properties:
Islamic World JCR offers various analysis options:

 journals’ Impact Factors

 journals’ Immediacy Index

 journals’ Cited Half-Life

 journals’ Total Cites

 journals’ Total Articles

 Citing Journals

 Cited Journals

 Journals’ Bibliographic Information

 Advanced Filtering Options

 Trend Analyses

Stakeholders: 
Islamic World JCR offers its services to a wide 
range of stakeholders:

Publishers and Editors-in-Chief
 To determine journals’  influence in the 

marketplace and to review editorial functions

Authors and the Academia
 To identify the most influential journals in which 

to publish

 to give access to the most authoritative journals

 To track publication and citation patterns to aid 
strategy and policy decisions

Libraries 
 To make informed decisions to add, archive, or 

remove journals from library collections

Information Analysts
 To keep up with the latest bibliometric 

d e v e l o p m e n t s

 To study citation patterns


